March for Romero
On Saturday, a march was held to observe the tenth anniversary of Archbishop Romero, who was mur­dered in El Salvador. The memorial march was led by Notre Dame senior Pete Morgan.

Sister to be first African American to receive ND medal

Sister Thea Bowman, the prominent Gospel singer and evangelist, will become the first African American to receive the University of Notre Dame's Lantare Medal, the oldest and most prestigious honor given to University of Notre Dame's students in Catholic primary and secondary schools and Catholic colleges and universities. The foundation board is chaired by Archbishop Eugene Marino of Atlanta and Father Michael McGreevy, Notre Dame president.

Sister Bowman, the daughter of a Methodist father and an Episcopalian mother, said her conversion to Catholicism at the age of 12 was nurtured by a Catholic education and contact with Catholic priests and nuns. She encouraged the bishops to a wider and deeper consultation with blacks and to a greater openness to African American culture in Catholic liturgy.

Admirers of her work have established a Sister Thea Bowman Educational Foundation to provide financial support and mentoring programs for black students in Catholic primary and secondary schools and Catholic colleges and universities. The foundation board is chaired by Archbishop Eugene Marino of Atlanta and Father Michael McGreevy, Notre Dame president.

The Lantare (pronounced 'lay-tah-ray') Medal is so named because its recipient is an American whose host, Mike Wallace, dubbed her "the African-robed priest." Born in Canton, Miss., and the granddaughter of a slave, Sister Bowman has shown "extraordinary qualities of mind and heart," according to Terry Riordan, assistant director of the St. Michael's Laundry Office. "We hope to be fully operational in the fall of 1991," Riordan said.

St. Michael's Laundry was de­stroyed by a fire November 16, 1989. Riordan said that the new facility will provide "optional" laundry services for both male and female students.

New co-ed laundry facility to be built near Credit Union

A new laundry facility will be built in the area behind the Notre Dame Credit Union, according to Terry Riordan, assistant director of the St. Michael's Laundry Office. "We hope to be fully operational in the fall of 1991," Riordan said.

St. Michael's Laundry was de­stroyed by a fire November 16, 1989. Riordan said that the new facility will provide "optional" laundry services for both male and female students.

St. Michael's Laundry was de­stroyed by a fire November 16, 1989. Riordan said that the new facility will provide "optional" laundry services for both male and female students.

St. Michael's Laundry was de­stroyed by a fire November 16, 1989. Riordan said that the new facility will provide "optional" laundry services for both male and female students.
Bill of rights demands student input

Presently Student Government leaders are working on a bill of students' rights. At first you might wonder why you should care about such a document, perhaps you think it won't make a difference anyway. This bill can make a difference and yes, you should care about it.

This particular bill is vital because it can change the face of the Administration when they put themselves in; whether they are the drug dealers. The dealers sold the tiny yellow pills to students, relative of snow and ice. But the melt itself has not be reached for comment. Authorities said the homes on either side of the building were damaged extensively and some windows were blown out of the former Thornmont Elementary School building a few blocks away.

Advertising and Alcohol, do they mix? A presentation entitled "Calling the Shots," will be conducted on Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Montgomery Theatre.

Efforts in East Germany to form the country's first democratic government faltered Sunday because of mounting charges of past ties between political leaders and the hated secret police. Social Democratic Party leader Ibrahim Boehme, the latest politician to come under suspicion of having collaborated with the secret police, called for all coalition talks to be suspended until the allegations are investigated.

Dying cancer patients in South Carolina have been raising money by selling their pain pills to a drug ring, authorities say. Drug dealers befriended other patients who refused to sell their pills, called Dilandit, and then stole the medicine from them. Other times, relatives of patients stole the pills and sold them for about $25 each to the drug dealers. The dealers sold the tiny yellow pills to heroin addicts for about $40 each.

Late season snowstorms threaten to take a bite out of the peach and apple crops, orchard owners say. Temperatures over the weekend that dipped into the 20s did not do much damage to southern Indiana trees because of a protective layer of snow and ice. But the melt itself has left crops vulnerable, said orchardman Bob Englebrecht of Evansville. Orchard owners say they will not be able to predict the size of the fruit crop until the threat of further freezes ends in April.

Estonia's Communist Party voted overwhelmingly Sunday to split with Moscow, but agreed to a six-month transition period to avoid antagonizing Soviet authorities who strongly opposed the move. The vote to establish an Independent Communist Party in Estonia was 432-3 with seven abstentions, said Lembo Taming, an adviser on economic affairs to the party's Central Committee. But the official Soviet news agency Tass said 228 delegates boycotted the polling.

Republican gubernatorial nominee in Texas, Clayton Williams said Sunday his off-the-cuff remark suggesting victims of rape should "relax and enjoy it" was insensitive, after initially downplaying it as just a joke. While preparing for a cattle round-up at his West Texas ranch Saturday, Williams compared the cold, foggy weather spoiling the event to a rape. "If it's inevitable, just relax and enjoy it."
New ND cheerleading squad is announced

By CATHERINE KANE
News Writer

After almost nine hours of tryouts on Friday and Saturday night, 16 Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students celebrated on Friday and Saturday night. 16 Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students celebrated their selection for the squad, a junior from Saint Mary's, are joined by five men and five women, as well as four alternates after what Gomez termed as "intense competition."

The men include Zac Nagle, Kevin Sugge, and Don Stager, all juniors, and newcomers Tyler Moore and Matt Carr, both freshmen. Jessica Chiappetta and Betsey Ciaramboli, sophomores, return with Laura Garza and Cheryl Ghah, also sophomores, and Mary Malone, a freshman. The new Leprechaun is Bryan Hip- tik, a sophomore.

Thirty three women and fourteen men, tried out for 14 cheerleading positions and one Leprechaun spot. The captians were already chosen and didn't need to try out. Competitors were judged on the basis of their performance in the following categories: stunting, gymnastics, cheering (a combination of arm movement, voice, and stunting), the Fight Song, personality, a one-and-a-half minute routine made up by the contestants themselves called an optional, and a dance, affectionately known as the "Hell Dance", which was for the girls only.

After first cuts on Friday, fourteen women and all twelve men returned Saturday morning for interviews, where students fielded questions dealing with various situations they may face in the coming year.

According to Gomez, the interviews were very important because there is "a lot of interaction between the cheerleaders and alumni and fans, and (the squad) needs people who can interact well."

More students showed up for the practices which began in late February than made it to the tryouts. The practices last month included work on stunting and gymnastics, and between Tuesday and Thursday of last week, all of the candidates learned the Fight Song, a cheer, and the "Hell Dance." According to Gomez, the goal of tryouts was to go out and have a good time, and get people exposed to cheerleading. Having succeeded in this goal, the squad is looking forward to "a great year with a very talented team."

Help Prevent Birth Defects – The Nation's Number One Child Health Problem.

Alcohol education film to be shown Tues.

The junior class, in collaboration with the Office of Alcohol and Drug Education, will be sponsoring an alcohol education program with a presentation titled "Calling the Shots" Tuesday at 8 p.m.

The program, to be held in Montgomery Theater of LaFor-tune Student Center, will consist of an introduction by Carolyn Kelly, Director of Alcohol and Drug Education, the film "Calling the Shots", and a discussion afterwards.

"Calling the Shots" is a film by Jean Kilbourne, a media critic who has been waging a nationwide campaign against alcohol and its advertising. Kilbourne, who was called an "expert on alcohol and sex abuse and its portrayal in the media" by the Kalamazoo Gazette, has been featured on "Nightline", "20/20", and "Nightline".

Kilbourne will lecture on campus next fall in another joint effort by the junior class and the Office of Alcohol and Drug Education.

According to Mike Shimnick, junior class vice president, the program is an effort by the junior class to get students more involved in pertinent issues. Shimnick said the class officers are committed to bring in more outside speakers this year and next.

In addition to these future programs and the junior class's participation in service projects, Shimnick said that the officers are also planning to hold career and placement programs in the future. He said that he hopes turnout for Tuesday's presentation will spark interest in the junior class for future programs.

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
MBA INVITATIONAL CASE COMPETITION

PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS:
DUKE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

>>> PUBLIC INVITED <<<

10:00 AM TO 4:30 PM
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1990
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION

Support the March of Dimes BIRTH-DIFFEeCTs FOUNDATION

Hey
Michael
You big stud!

Have a
Happy Birthday!

Love,
Your Family

"The Recent Decline and Recovery of Doctrine and Devotion concerning Our Lady, with some References to Apparitions" by Fr. Michael O'Carroll, C.S.Sp.
March 28, 1990 - 8:00 P.M.
University of Notre Dame * Engineering Auditorium

Lecture on the resurgence of devotion to Our Lady in recent years, especially in the light of the apparitions at Fatima, the miracles in Akita, Japan, and the reported apparitions in Medjugorje, Yugoslavia.

Fr. O'Carroll is the author of five encyclopedias on spiritual and doctrinal topics, including Theotokos, on the Mother of God. He has also written Medjugorje: Facts, Documents, Theology.

Sponsored by Queen of Peace Ministry and Knights of the Immaculate Heart.
For information contact: Queen of Peace Ministries at (219) 288-6777.
Fire in New York social club kills 87; arson is suspected

NEW YORK (AP) — Fire raced through an illegal social club early Sunday and turned a packed dance floor into a deathtrap of smoke and flame that killed 87. A man who allegedly had earlier fought with a club worker was charged with arson and murder.

The fire, the nation's worst in 13 years, tore through the Happy Land Club, which authorities said lacked proper exits and other safeguards.

The 3:40 a.m. fire killed 61 men and 26 women, most of them Honduran and Dominican immigrants. Most were found on the second floor.

"People literally were stacked on top of each other," said Anthony De Vita, the Fire Department's command chief. "It was a firetrap," he said of the two-story building in an impoverished neighborhood near the Bronx Zoo.

Some of the victims broke a hole through the wall to a后 adjoining hall in a desperate attempt to save their lives, said fire Cross worker Margarete Glugove.

Julio Gonzalez, 36, was charged with arson and murder in the case, said Lt. Raymond O'Donnell, a police spokesman.

"We believe the motive in this case was the result of a dispute he had with a female employee of the club," Police Commissioner Lee Brown said at a City Hall news conference Sunday evening.

Gonzalez emigrated in 1980 from Cuba during the Mariel boatlift that brought 125,000 Cubans to the United States.

Police said Gonzalez went into the club about 3 a.m. and began arguing with his former girlfriend, who sold tickets near the entrance.

"He's trying to talk her into making up, she's saying 'Leave me alone,'" O'Donnell said.

A club bouncer evicted the man half an hour later, and police alleged he returned and started the fire near the entrance.

The woman employee left before the fire, Brown said. At least two women and one man, believed to be the club's disc jockey, escaped.

Laetare continued from page 1

Established at Notre Dame in 1883, the Laetare Medal was conceived as an American counterpart of the Golden Rose, a papal honor which antedated the 11th century. The medal has been awarded annually at Notre Dame to a Catholic "whose genius has enriched the arts and sciences, illustrated the ideals of the Church and enriched the heritage of humanity."

Among the 111 previous recipients of the Laetare Medal are President John Kennedy, the Catholic Worker founder Dorothy Day, businessman J. Peter Grace, actress Helen Hayes, historian Mgr. John Ellis, and novelist Walker Percy. Sister Bowman is the second woman religious to receive a Laetare Medal. The first was Sister Ann Ida Gannon, former president of Mundelein College in Chicago. In 1975. She is the 26th woman to receive a Laetare Medal, the first being Ella Starr, a critic of Christian art, in 1883.
Rep. Hiler discusses change in GOP over past 20 years

By SANDRA WIEGAND
Assistant News Editor

The Republican Party has undertaken dramatic change in the last twenty years, according to Indiana 3rd Congressional District Rep. John Hiler.

In the past, Hiler said, Republicans described themselves by saying, "We're just like the Democrats, except we have green eye shades on and we'll do it for a little less money."

The public will no longer accept the motto, "We can do it cheaper," he said.

Hiler used the example of the childcare bill, which will be voted on by the House of Representatives this week, to demonstrate how Republicans have shifted from the money consideration to the issue itself.

During the Nixon Administration, he said, a similar bill was proposed, and the Republicans objected to it on the grounds that it would cost too much.

Now the Republicans are rejecting the bill because it dictates what specific type of childcare a family should utilize. The bill favored by the Democrats, Hiler said, gives money to childcare providers chosen by the state, and is used toward families in which both parents work.

"The federal government has no business telling people what kind of childcare to use," he said, and it "shouldn't reward parents for leaving home."

"Let's be neutral," he said.

The Republicans would not have argued over the child care bill in this manner twenty years ago, Hiler said.

A report by the official news agency said Nemeth won a parliamentary seat as an independent. The Communists were rejected there.

In Hungary, they competed with 11 other national parties for parliament seats. No party held a clear lead in the early returns, according to Hiler, and although it probably will not achieve a majority in the House by 1992, it might get very close. Hiler said he expects 80 to 100 seats without incumbents to be open in the House in 1992, and believes the Republicans can capture a good number of them.

Regarding the increasing trend in Indiana toward Democratic representatives, Hiler said, "The Democrats got elected by being better Republicans than the Republicans were."

He cited as an example promises by Indiana Democrats not to raise taxes and to cause reform.

The answer for Republicans, Hiler said, is to "return to their roots." Democrats are close to their high point in the state now, he said, and Republicans have hit their low, but are starting to rise again.

Hiler addressed the issue of aid to emerging Eastern European democracies, saying that aid should be given only under two conditions:

• The change in the country appears to be irreversible.

• The aid is given to the private sector rather than to the government.

He stressed that some aid is necessary, saying that after the United States has encouraged a country to struggle for democracy, "We have a responsibility here. We've got to put our hand out to these folks."

Hiler, who has cut down on the amount of money he will accept from Political Action Committees during his present campaign, said that he does not see any problem with the donations in general, but that "it's gotten out of balance" recently.

Communists trail in early returns of Hungary election

BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP) — Hungarians voted Sunday in their first free elections after 43 years of Communist rule, and early results indicated the party would lose despite taking a lead role in democratic reforms.

"We will be an opposition party," said Bencey Nyere, chairman of the Socialist Party, which was created by reformers to replace the old Communist Party. "This, to use a religious term, will be penance for the party."

"We will come through it, and we will be strong," he added.

Premier Miklos Nemeth, a Communist reformer and a key engineer of the nation's conversion to democracy, declared before he voted that he was relinquishing control "head high and with a clear conscience."

A report by the official news agency said Nemeth won a parliamentary seat as an independent in a district northeast of Budapest. But his party appeared to have done poorly elsewhere.

East Germany held Eastern Europe's first free elections in decades on March 18, and the Communists were rejected there.

In Hungary, they competed with 11 other national parties for parliament seats. No party held a clear lead in the early returns.

Despite occasional showers, voter turnout appeared heavy in Budapest. Few irregularities were reported by 8 p.m., when polling stations closed. Several international observers had monitored the election.

Fun in the sun

Students dig into the huge tub of ice cream offered on Fieldhouse Mall Saturday. The ice cream was just one of several events students enjoyed on campus Saturday.

AIDS On The College Campus

Richard Keeling, M.D.

* President, AIDS Task Force
American College Health Association

* honored by Surgeon General for "outstanding leadership in the care of people with HIV infection."

* appeared on national news programs 20/20, 60 Minutes, MacNeil Lehrer News Hour, Today Show, etc.

One of the best speakers in the country on AIDS in the college age population.

March 27, 1990
3:00 pm & 7:00 pm
Engineering Auditorium

Sponsored by: University Health Services

Upcoming Events

TUESDAY, MARCH 27
Lecture
BISHOP THOMAS GUMBLETON
"NOTRE DAME AND THE POST COLD WAR WORLD"

CANCELLED
Due to the death of his mother, the Bishop's visit has been postponed.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28
Brown Bag Seminar
PATRICK O'CONNELL, member of the San Jose Big Mountain Resistance and Support Group
"THE BIG MOUNTAIN STRUGGLE: GENOCIDE OF THE NATIVE AMERICAN."
12:00 noon - Room 110 Law School

Everyone Welcomes

INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
Two schools in Lithuania occupied by Soviet soldiers

VIENNS, U.S.S.R. (AP) — Soviet military commanders Sunday sent soldiers with automatic weapons to occupy two Communist Party schools in Lithuania but later agreed to discuss building security with the breakaway republic.

It was the latest escalation in the war of nerves between the Kremlin and the leadership of this Baltic republic, which declared itself independent March 11.

The commander of all Soviet ground forces, Gen. Valentin Varennikov, accused independence leaders of plotting to arrest Communists and send them to prison.

Lithuanian President Vytautas Landsbergis said earlier he had a concern for the security of the students and teachers in the country's two main technical school buildings.

In brief news conference afterward, Landsbergis quoted the officers as telling him the buildings had been seized at the request of Communist Party leaders who remain loyal to Moscow.

“We expressed surprise and astonishment that the military could occupy buildings at the request of a political organization, and we asked if such requests come from other organizations whether they will fulfill them,” Landsbergis said. “We did not receive a concrete answer.”

Although Varennikov made no promises not to seize more buildings Monday, Landsbergis said the two sides agreed to form a joint committee on control of such buildings. More meetings on the issue were set for Monday morning, he said.

Franzas Bonucius, a director of the Higher Party School, said 30 soldiers who arrived there told him they were sent to guard the building.

“I asked, ‘What are you protecting it from?’ and they didn’t know,” he said.

Chile

continued from page 1

pled with the need to keep spending down, said Bartell.

A large foreign debt also awaits Foxley’s attention. Chile’s foreign debt per capita is one of the highest in Latin America, Bartell said.

The team of advisors Foxley has assembled is comprised of three or four former visiting professors in the Kellogg Institute, according to Bartell.

Cortazar’s responsibilities as Minister of Labor and Social Welfare are in “a particularly sensitive area,” according to Bartell, because restrictions during the former dictatorship weakened the power of unions.

“To restore union rights and encourage responsible (union) behavior” is the challenge Cortazar faces, Bartell said. “Irresponsible behavior by unions or excessive demands could result in a recession or inflation.”

Bartell said that although the term of the president is four years, Foxley and Cortazar may or may not remain in office for the entire period. He explained that Ministers of Finance are often the first to be replaced if economic trouble arises.

“A lot depends on the success of the entire government and (the president’s) policies,” Bartell said.

Outside factors such as demand for Chile’s chief export, fruit, or the status of the copper industry will also play a role in the success of each official.

Bartell explained that both professors’ past experience and visibility in Chile contributed to their being chosen for cabinet positions. The fact that Foxley and Cortazar are well-respected by the different political parties also aided in their selection.

Foxley, who headed an economic research institute called Cleplan, did extensive research on the economic policies and their deficiencies in meeting the needs of the poor during the Pinochet regime.

Cortazar’s experience was in the field of labor and wages, specifically dealing with the role of unions in Chile. During the Pinochet regime, Cortazar ran leadership training programs to prepare labor officials in the private sector for the changes a democracy would bring.

In manufacturing, the biggest competitor you have is the clock. Time management means everything. That’s why I appreciate my Apple® Macintosh® computer. With Macintosh, there’s no wasted motion. You’re productive the minute you sit down. It cuts to the chase.

My job involves managing the efficiency of complicated manufacturing systems. How would it look if I used a less-than-efficient computer myself? Macintosh lets me concentrate on what I’m doing. I bought my first Macintosh when I was in college because I firmly believed a computer would defer to my way of doing things, not the other way around. Of all the computers I’ve used, Macintosh is the only one that puts me first. And that puts me way out in front.
Business students to participate in In Vitational Case Competition

Special to The Observer

The College of Business Administration will sponsor its ninth annual MBA In Vitational Case Competition March 25-27, 1990. Representatives of the universities of Duke, Ohio State, Florida, University of California, Texas at Austin and Notre Dame will prepare a case in conjunction with a faculty judge by a panel of business leaders and a distinguished professor of management. Each team consists of three students who are candidates for an MBA degree at their school and a faculty advisor. The teams receive the special case on Monday morning. Members of each team are then required to prepare their presentation and defend their case to the judges on Tuesday. The order of presentation is determined by a drawing on Tuesday morning. Each team makes a 20-minute presentation, followed by a five-minute question period by the judges. Teams are subject to a penalty if their presentation is not within two minutes of the allotted time.

Funded in part by a grant from Johnson and Johnson Company of New Jersey, the competition finalists will take place in the auditorium of the Center for Continuing Education on Tuesday, March 27. The event is open to the public. The cases will be furnished to each team to aid them in preparing their analysis of the case. Each case may consist of a maximum of ten books from the school library, newspaper, marketing, management and business policy. The Hus­ bury Library may also be used.

Each team is furnished with a working room in both the CCE and the library. The competition is tied to the master of business administration degree which places emphasis on the foundation, organization, operation and control of a business enterprise with special attention to the control of information. The head judge this year will be Samuel Certo, a scholar in residence at Rollins College, Florida.

The business judges are: Jonathan Houssain, President, American National Bank; Elkhart; James Lohman, President, Avis, Inc.; Elkhart; Michael Longus, Director, International Recruitment, Johnson and Johnson; New Brunswick; and Randy McAlister, Director, Corporate Organizational Development, Inc.; Elkhart.

Each team will have a faculty advisor who will be present at the competition to serve as an observer only.

A decision on the student co­ordinating group will be as­signed to each team to answer questions, aid in locating facili­ties and supplies.

Representing Notre Dame this year, the team consists of three students from the college of business administration, an intra-college competition early in March.

Hand-held computers keep American executives ahead of their competitors

By Louis Rukeyser

Tribune Media Services

By now, there are roughly 10,000 retailers and manufacturers of hand-held computers testing the sets in their stores. The equipment is improv­ing rapidly, the leading manufacturer of such service operations as utilities, fast-food chains and local law-enforcement agencies -- which are expanding utilization of hand-held computers -- south into the future.

These days the solitary salesperson is rapidly be­coming a thing of the past, to be replaced by an executive, to whom the tradi­tion­al salesperson will soon be as obsolete as the homesteader.

Hundreds of companies such as Frito-Lay, Nabisco, Kraft, Procter & Gamble, Hanes and 1 Egg pays have equipped their sales forces with hand-held computers -- spinoffs of the familiar personal tablet version -- to cut paper work, monitor sales, track inventory and deliver a daily report to corporate headquarters on how their prod­ucts are selling.

By now, there are roughly 2 million hand-held comput­ers in the hands of managers that is growing by 20 percent a year and is projected to double in 1990 and reach the 10 million mark by year 2000.

Users go beyond firms with route salespeople to in­clude such service operations as utilities, fast-food chains and local law-enforcement agencies -- which are expanding utilization of hand-held computers to check speeding and parked cars to detect scofflaws, a use that spurs memories closer to Dick Tracy's Police Force.

Burger King is test-mar­keting the hand-held to con­trol overstocking and reduce food spoilage. Hertz and Avis, which employ the sets, use them at busy locations to issue fast receipts to car renters, and at the time of return, elim­i­nating the require­ment of acquiring a bank, the hand-held computers potentially decreases the value of small independent banks located in communities where another bank wants to open a branch.

The comptroller's ruling is at the heart of a battle between INB and other smaller banks. INB said state-chartered banks with national branching rights, as opposed to small independent banks chartered or nationally incorporated savings and loans, are engaged in illegal price wars in order to get branch banking. When INB made its request to establish a Bloomington branch, the bank argued that since Indiana law allows state­chartered savings and loans to open branches, the same banks should be allowed the same privileges.

INB said state-chartered savings and loans are engaged in illegal price wars in order to get branch banking. When INB made its request to establish a Bloomington branch, the bank argued that since Indiana law allows state-chartered savings and loans to open branches, the same banks should be allowed the same privileges.

By now, there are roughly 10,000 retailers and manufacturers of hand-held computers testing the sets in their stores. The equipment is improv­ing rapidly, the leading manufacturer of such service operations as utilities, fast-food chains and local law-enforcement agencies -- which are expanding utilization of hand-held computers -- south into the future.

These days the solitary salesperson is rapidly be­coming a thing of the past, to be replaced by an executive, to whom the tradi­tion­al salesperson will soon be as obsolete as the homesteader.

Hundreds of companies such as Frito-Lay, Nabisco, Kraft, Procter & Gamble, Hanes and 1 Egg pays have equipped their sales forces with hand-held computers -- spinoffs of the familiar personal tablet version -- to cut paper work, monitor sales, track inventory and deliver a daily report to corporate headquarters on how their prod­ucts are selling.

By now, there are roughly 2 million hand-held comput­ers in the hands of managers that is growing by 20 percent a year and is projected to double in 1990 and reach the 10 million mark by year 2000.

Users go beyond firms with route salespeople to in­clude such service operations as utilities, fast-food chains and local law-enforcement agencies -- which are expanding utilization of hand-held computers to check speeding and parked cars to detect scofflaws, a use that spurs memories closer to Dick Tracy's Police Force.

Burger King is test-mar­keting the hand-held to con­trol overstocking and reduce food spoilage. Hertz and Avis, which employ the sets, use them at busy locations to issue fast receipts to car renters, and at the time of return, elim­i­nating the require­ment of acquiring a bank, the hand-held computers potentially decreases the value of small independent banks located in communities where another bank wants to open a branch.

The comptroller's ruling is at the heart of a battle between INB and other smaller banks. INB said state-chartered banks with national branching rights, as opposed to small independent banks chartered or nationally incorporated savings and loans, are engaged in illegal price wars in order to get branch banking. When INB made its request to establish a Bloomington branch, the bank argued that since Indiana law allows state-chartered savings and loans to open branches, the same banks should be allowed the same privileges.

INB said state-chartered savings and loans are engaged in illegal price wars in order to get branch banking. When INB made its request to establish a Bloomington branch, the bank argued that since Indiana law allows state-chartered savings and loans to open branches, the same banks should be allowed the same privileges.
Government imposes values on citizens

By Kevin Smant

"Danger! Warning! The government is determining that it is dangerous to your health!"

You won't find that warning label on any of your cigarettes or any other drug

AIDS drug AZT.

held you. Trust us—we're the government on airplanes? What was wrong with smoking and nonsmoking areas? to

As government knows best. What about eggs?

We know better.

The most conspicuous display of government hubris remains the banishing of cigarette advertise-

tions from television. It is now so long ingrained in our culture that even

huge non-smoking areas, to
to accept it. But what remains
government-as-dietician! doctor speech, to towns passing ordinances imposing huge non-smoking areas, to

social

to destroy the environment. ative and number-crunchers, every
to the

Although there are countless whose sole purpose is to make

active and number-crunchers, whose sole purpose is to make a perfect world by putting every electron in its orbit and every molecule in its nucleus. The first, any chemist or scientist must be open to new ideas and methods to be able to solve any problems.

Many people see scientists and artists as two polar groups. In reality, there are no barriers or chains between them. A poem, sculpture, painting, song or compound is created through attention to detail. All have symmetry, simplicity and connection in common. The desire to communicate is apparent in both art and science. Both the scientist and the artist create out of a desire to share new found beauty. Just as it is easy to tell a good artist from a bad one, it is easy to tell a good scientist from a bad scientist.

By Michelle Wozniak

Chemistry. To the average Notre Dame student, chemistry means Emil Hofman, Friday

quizzes, Maurice Schwartz, huge lecture halls, crowded labs, two point quizzes, green
lab glasses, lab fogs, orgo-the-

worst-class-you'll-ever-take.

molecule sets, Stepan and
dumbing of mysterious green

solutions in sewers.

As a chemistry major, I have
took many of the above and

much more. The purpose of this article is not to convince you that chemistry is the greatest or most difficult
major, nor is it an attempt to

recruit new chemistry majors. I would like to address a couple of common myths about chem-

istry and challenge the student body to learn more about the chemistry in your everyday life.

MYTH 1: Miles beneath the earth, day after day, manic

chemists with disproportionate heads and giant calculators concoct hideous new com-

pounds, stranger than most
to destroy the environment.

Obviously, there are countless improvements in medicine and technology due to research in chemistry. Unfortunately, soci-

tends to fear chemicals due to negative associations. For example, we no longer

see "substance abuse," but "chemical abuse.

The only way in g. song or compound is

unknown."
The festival featured other comedies, such as the Paragon masterpiece "Ebert and Reid: At the Movies." Produced by Bill Thomas and Steve Bililngsley, the comedy featured Roger Ebert, with a shopping cart of groceries nearby, and Rex Reed. They reviewed "The First Temptation of Christ" and "Fastman.

Lyons Hall residents, under the direction of Bridget Welter, were transformed into Lyons' Gladiators, modeled after the hit show, "American Gladiat­ors." Various obstacles such as a herd of tourists and the beer wench, who flung dangerous empty beer cans at the contestants, were overcome in the dash-to-class event.

Grace's film, directed by Chris Walsh and Chris Kiten, and titled simply "The Date," dealt with a typical Irish date and the problems with partisitics.

"My Life as a Duck," Sroat Hall's hilarious film about life at Notre Dame seen through the eyes of a duck, was directed by Mark Conklin, who must have been thoroughly soaked after filming the segment "Morning Swim.

Awards were given to best actress, actor, and picture. The duck in Sroat's film was the choice for best actor, and Ann Purtz from Lyons won for her portrayal as a comestant in "Gladiators."

The best picture award was given to the very deserving entry from Holy Cross titled "Dreams 'N Stuff," directed by John Fletcher. After the first three movies, which were all comedies, "Dreams" provided a striking contrast in its low-brow style and serious nature.

The film was swiftly shot by a talented and experienced film major. Instead of using a standard home video camera, Fletcher utilized a normal film camera, and even transferred it to video, giving the film a professional look.

"If You All Get to Heaven," playing in the background, like a movie, a dream of a sleeping Homer unfolds as he flies above St. Mary's lake at one mile an hour, across campus. It was shot in time-lapse, employing one frame at a time, giving it a high-speed ef­fect.

The audience was amazed by aerial views of the campus, a through and through O'Shaughnessy to Lyons above South Quad, chills whirring by all with a symbolic overture as O'Arby sang, "save a prayer... for me.

The audience was amazed by aerial views of the campus, a through and through O'Shaughnessy to Lyons above South Quad, chills whirring by all with a symbolic overture as O'Arby sang, "save a prayer... for me.

Fletcher donated his $100 prize to St. Hedwig's Outreach Program, the charity that the Festival supports. There was no charge for admission, but donations for the tutoring program for children in grades K-6 were accepted.

The evening was a monetary as well as an artistic success, as Morrissey raised over $800 for St. Hedwig's.

"We were really happy with the turnout, although it's a shame that we had to turn people away. Next year we're thinking of bringing the Festival two nights," said Pendegrast.

"I think it's a good tradition because it's a campus-wide event, and each dorm can par­tic­ipate."

The festival featured other comedies, such as the Paragon masterpiece "Ebert and Reid: At the Movies." Produced by Bill Thomas and Steve Bililngsley, the comedy featured Roger Ebert, with a shopping cart of groceries nearby, and Rex Reed. They reviewed "The First Temptation of Christ" and "Fastman."
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"The characters do things viewers have always wanted to do, but never had the guts to carry out."

Two incidents stand out as typically bizarre Simpson situa­tions. Marge is yelling at Homer to hurry up so they won't be late for mass. Homer, however, wants to listen to the football game. Thus, he wears a Walkman to mass. In the middle of the sermon and much to Marge's embarrassment, Homer jumps up yelling "Touchdown!"

"The Simpsons" is Fox's highest rated show.

"The Simpsons" is sure to enthrall audiences. It's a hilar­i­ous, well-written and well-drawn show worthy of the cult following it has already ac­quired. Don't listen to the Walkman during this show. Save that for mass.
Virginia stuns Vols to reach finals

(AP)—It took Virginia five tries, but the Cavaliers finally beat Tennessee when it mattered.

"We were really loose and felt good. We’re right where we want to be," coach Debbie Ryan said after the Atlantic Coast Conference championship game Thursday, a 3-0 victory over the Volunteers in overtime Saturday to earn their first trip to the Women’s Final Four.

The Cavaliers had lost their four previous ACC tournament finals, with the Lady Vols in NCAA tournament play, but Ryan said those losses had no effect on her team.

"I felt we had done our job... she said. "After all, we’re the No. 2 seed in the region and we got what we were supposed to be. You have to lose, but I never felt real down after those previous losses. I really believe we’re a better team than. It wasn’t like we were torn apart to win all those games and we didn’t lose.

Sophomore Dawn Staley, the region’s co-vals player of the Final Four, scored 25 points for the Cava-

Bedford wins Indiana HS basketball championship

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Daion Bailey, the greatest scorer in Indiana high school basketball history, ended a stor-}
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The Notre Dame women's tennis team defeated Marquette and Purdue, but lost to a tough Indiana team, in weekend action.

By BARB MORAN
Sports Writer

The women's tennis team boosted its record to 10-6 over the weekend by defeating Purdue and Marquette by wide margins and taking a tough loss to Indiana.

The Irish beat Purdue Friday on the road 7-2, but the thrill of victory was clipped when a tough Hoosier squad dealt the Irish a 6-1 defeat Saturday. Notre Dame ended the weekend on a high note, however, by finishing MCC rival Marquette 8-1 at home yesterday.

The Purdue win was a valuable one for the Irish, seeking to prove their prowess against the tough Big Ten teams. The victory is even more precious when one considers the condition of Purdue's facilities.

"The place was dark and we played on carpet," said Notre Dame coach Jay Lauterbach. "We played well for as tough as it is to play under those conditions."

The only sour note of the Purdue match was the defeat of top-seed Tracy Barton in the singles competition. Barton, Notre Dame's top contender for an NCAA bid, made up for her poor showing at Purdue with a dynamic singles victory at Indiana. Barton beat top Hoosier Deb Edelman, ranked first in the region and 18th in the nation, in a thrilling three-set match, 6-4, 5-7, 6-4.

The rest of the team did not fare as well against the Hoosiers.

"I was a little disappointed that we only got one match against Purdue, but we played really well and really hard," he said. "Even though we lost, we lost a lot of close matches."

The Irish, though injured and weary from the four-match stretch which included a win over Western Michigan last Thursday, mustered up enough strength to beat Marquette 8-1 and Purdue, a star for the Lions who collapsed in a game and died on March 4 of heat disease.

Bo Kimble, a close friend of Purdue's as well as teammate, scored 42 points, including 13 points.

SOUTHEAST
No. 9 Georgia Tech 93,
No. 20 Minnesota 91

Dennis Scott, Kenny Anderson and Brian Oliver scored all but four of Georgia Tech's points as the Yellow Jackets earned their first trip to the Final Four.

"Believe it or not, that's not that unusual with this team," Georgia Tech coach Bobby Cremins said. "We had that happen several times this season.

"Therm does all the scoring is not designated. It's something that happens and just comes naturally.

Scott scored 40 points, Anderson 30 and Oliver 19.

Minnesota (23-9), making the round of eight for the first time, was last of the record seven Big Ten teams in the field of 64.

The game was the 23rd so far in the tournament to be decided by three points or less. Minnesota had a chance to win, but Kevin Lynch's 3-point attempt from the side missed at the buzzer.

EAST
No. 15 Duke 79,
No. 3 Connecticut 78

The Blue Devils are in their third straight Final Four and seventh since 1963, although they have never won the national championship. They lost in the championship game in 1964, '78, and '96.

Duke beat Connecticut (31-5) on Christian Laettner's 15-foot jumper at the buzzer, becoming the first school since Houston in 1982-84 to make three straight Final Four trips.

"It's great to be able to say I've been to the Final Four three of four years," said Duke's Atlas Abdellnaby, who had 27 points and 14 rebounds.

The shot was called from the side.

"That's the next step. We want to win one."

The play that put the ball in Laettner's hands for the final shot was called from the sidelines by Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski with 2:6 seconds to play. Laettner rebounded a Brian Davis, took a return pass and hit his shot.

MIDWEST
No. 7 Arkansas 88,
Texas 83

The regional championship not only sent Arkansas to the Final Four but gave the Razorbacks their first 30-win season since 1978. Lenzie Howell was the regional MVP, scoring 25 points against North Carolina and 21 against Texas (24-9).

Lenzie Howell has come to his team's slow time of the season and proven he is probably one of the best players in the country.

Arkansas coach Nolan Richardson said, "Not in the Southeast Conference — in the country."
The Notre Dame track team jumped back into action on Saturday by hosting the Snowshoe Invitational at Meyo Track and in Krause Stadium. The event, which included squads from eight schools, marked our first competition for many of the Irish since the end of February.

Head coach Joe Plante was pleased with Notre Dame’s performance in the non-scored meet, a prelude to the regular season.

“We accomplished exactly what I had hoped to accomplish," said Plante of the Irish who captured four of 19 individual wins. "Considering how long it has been since some of these people had competed, everyone did real well.”

The level of competition, which included challengers from Albion, Lewis, Western Michigan, Southwestern Michigan College, Aquinas, Illinois State, and Michigan St., was below the usual level. The contest had a more relaxed atmosphere and a conversation with Harriette Pipes McAdoo of Arkansas celebrates the Razorback's defeat of Texas to reach the NCAA Final Four.
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**Balanced attack paces SMC track**

**By CHRIS BACON**

Sports Writer

The Saint Mary’s outdoor track team was upbeat but runtastic as Jennifer Guittinan, sophomore Lynn Pfeffer and freshman Chery Fortunak, tallied 85 points at the Wabash Invitational Saturday, competing against Finney College, LaFollette College and Tri-State College.

In the running events, Guittinan ran to a second place finish in the 800 meter run, recording a time of 2:02.05, her personal best. Junior Nicole Hilti followed with a 20:32.0 to finish third. Fortunak came from 50 meters behind in a 2:39.4 800 meter run to capture third place with a time of 2:36.3.

In the 40 meter run, sophomore Heidi Finniff soared to a third place finish, while Hill placed fifth.

The success of the Belles continued as sophomore Jenny Stimson earned a sixth place finish in the 500 meter run, with a time of 29.4 seconds. Meanwhile, in the 100 meter hurdles, events which include challengers to Notre Dame’s Chad Canaday in the discus and javelin. Tony Smith finished second in Illinois State’s Chuck Canaday in the discus while in the javelin, Ryan Mihalko and Matt DeAngelo captured the top two spots. Their distances qualified both of them for the IC4A.

“The six throws for both of them were all very good,” said Plante. “I was especially happy for Matt since he is new in the event.”

Another one-two Irish finish occurred in the 1,500. Ryan Cahill edged Brian Peppard for the victory.

“I was glad to see Ryan win it," said Plante. “and the second place finish should do a lot for Brian’s confidence.”

Other winners included Glenn Watson in the 110 meter high hurdles and Yan Scarney in the 200 meter hurdles.

“Yan had an excellent day,” remarked Plante. “Not only did he end in second place in 200, but he also anchored the 4 by 400 relay.”

The relay teams pointed out the other Irish runners, such as Steve McLaughlin who finished fifth in the 800, recorded personal best even though they didn’t win.

The 15th-year coach will test Notre Dame’s progress next weekend in Texas when the Irish take on Harvard, Rice and Minneapolis.
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**Lax**

Scoring continued in such a see-saw manner, with the game tied 5-5 at halftime.

In the second half, Notre Dame went on a scoring rampage, with two goals in the first three minutes of the third quarter for led the team, scoring 30 feet, 11.5 inches into the second place. Cassidy caught fourth place, jumping 28 feet, 11 inches into the third place.

The relay events, the team of Finniff, freshman Erin Kelly, sophomore Beth Seymour and Miyoko Dadyo excelled in the 4 x 400 meter relay.

In the 4 x 100 meter relay event, senior Mary McLaughlin who finished sixth, jumping 27 feet, eight inches. In the long jump, Pfeiffer captured third place, and in the javelin throw, she placed third with a 90 foot throw.

Overall, the Belles’ performance was a credit to the guidance of Notre Mary’s coach Larry Zatorski.

“Due to our best team showing since I’ve been involved with the track program. We were a lot more competitive than we have been. It’s nice to see us place in all of these events.”

The Belles will compete next Saturday at the Huntington Re­lays.

**MVP Lance Howell of Arkansas celebrates the Razorback's defeat of Texas to reach the NCAA Final Four.**
Something's missing at Loftus
Spring football practice begins without seniors, recruits

By FRANK PASTOR
Associate Sports Editor

Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz found himself in a somewhat precarious position Friday when his football team opened its spring session in the Loftus Center.

Missing from last season's second-ranked squad were 28 seniors, including 11 former starters, while the 23 incoming freshmen, widely considered the finest crop in the country, were not scheduled to arrive on campus until summer.

But one thing that remained was the high intensity level Holtz demands from all his teams.

"This was a good first day," Holtz said following Friday's practice in full pads. "The attitude and the intensity is very good. We've got to be careful of injuries, but at the same time we've got to make each day productive.

"I was particularly pleased about how the players responded to the new coaches."

New defensive coordinator Gary Darnell, discussing his immediate impressions of the Irish defense following Saturday's practice from the sidelines, described Notre Dame's personnel as an "outstanding" complement to his defensive philosophy.

"We like to be aggressive and exploiting the ball," said Darnell. "These guys like to do that, and they're capable of doing that. What you hope to see at Notre Dame is the commitment and excellence these guys have."

Junior cornerback Rod Smith set the tone on Friday by delivering a punishing blow to the head of running back Dorsey Levens, who missed Saturday's practice recovering from a concussion.

Levens, expected to compete at both tailback and fullback this spring, watched Sunday's practice from the sidelines. He also jogged a few laps around the Loftus track next to center Mike Heldt, who is recovering from a dislocated right elbow suffered in last season's Orange Bowl game.

Mirko Jurkovic, considered Tim Grunhard's heir at strong guard, dislocated his knee in a 7-on-7 drill on Saturday, but the damage is not as serious as first feared. Senior Brian Shannon took over at strong guard in Jurkovic's absence.

Irish quad-captain Ricky Watters, who has shifted between tailback and fullback during his three years at Notre Dame, is the team's personnel as an "outstanding" complement to his defensive philosophy.

"We like to be aggressive and exploiting the ball," said Darnell. "These guys like to do that, and they're capable of doing that. What you hope to see at Notre Dame is the commitment and excellence these guys have."

James Taliaferro, as the number-two seed, and Leszek Nowosielski, the number-seven seed, and Leszek Nowosielski disposed of their opponents with comparative ease.

"Everybody grabs a number and we have a lottery," Holtz joked. "Whatever number comes out, that's where you play. Pros substitute on third down, we substitute by position.

One position where Holtz is not expected to substitute is nose tackle, where Ali-American Chris Zorich embodies the word "intensity." Darnell immediately took notice of the senior quad-captain's leadership capabilities.

"There's not many like him," Darnell said. "I've been around a lot of good football players, but he's also a captain and he's acting like one."

Sophomore Rick Mirer and Jake Kelcher, who entered spring practice as the only quarterbacks on the Irish roster, were recently joined by converted cornerback Lamar Guillyor.

NOTES: The team will practice in full pads on Monday and Wednesday this week, and come out in helmets and shorts on Tuesday. The first scrimmage of the spring is tentatively scheduled for Sunday. Holtz plans six or seven scrimmages in the remaining spring practices.

"I feel bad for Leszek, because he's beaten both of those guys this season," said Irish head coach Mike DeCicco referring to the match-up for the season opener.

Monday's action at Saint Mary's will feature the women's individual foil competition and the men's team foil competition.
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Monday Lecture Circuit


4:30 p.m. "Understanding the Architecture of a DNA Binding Protein," Dr. Michael Mossing, M.I.T. Galvin Auditorium. Sponsored by gender studies.

7:30 p.m. "Physics and Christian Theology," Dr. John Polkinghorne, Cambridge University. Room 127 Nieuwland Science. Sponsored by Reilly center undergraduate lectures in science, technology and values and department of physics.

7 p.m. Film, "The Conformist." Annenberg Auditorium. Sponsored by NO communication and theatre.

7:30 p.m. Film, "Agony and the Esctasy." Room 206 Architecture Building. Sponsored by NO school of architecture.

9 p.m. Film, "The Godfather." Annenberg Auditorium. Sponsored by NO communication and theatre.

Tuesday 12 p.m. Kellogg Seminar (Brown Bag Lunch) "Party Organization Why It Matters, How It Works (and Doesn't) in Brazil." Scott Mainwaring, senior fellow, Kellogg Institute, associate professor, government and international studies, University of Notre Dame. 131 DeGio Faculty Hall.

Tuesday 12 p.m. Noon talk, "Thirteen Hispanic Photographers." Snite Museum of Art.
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**Sports**

**Outmatched Boilers manage one set against Irish**

By RICH KURZ
Sports Writer

One set.
That's all the outmanned Purdue men's tennis team managed to win Saturday against nationally-ranked Notre Dame. The No.22 Irish, behind a youth movement that saw a freshman with tough Indiana University's current being hosted by Notre Dame and recently...page 12

...action, hosting the One set.

...page 13

Irish Heating Up seniors...page 14

Irish football looks of the three doubles teams and occupying five of the six singles spots, swept Purdue 9-0, giving the Irish momentum going into Tuesday’s match with always tough Indiana University.

The gutsiest match of the day definitely was played by senior captain Walter Dolhare. After recently having been moved up to No.2 singles, Dolhare was called upon to play number-one after Irish coach Bob Bayliss decided to rest usual No.1 David DiLieto. "His (DiLieto's) arm is a little tender," Bayliss also citing a sore hip flexor as a reason to rest DiLieto. "He could have played, but there was no reason to take a chance," Bayliss said. Dolhare filled in admirably. After besting fellow freshman to one in the first set, he fought back to the tiebreaker, and also gutted out a tough second set to win the match 7-6, 7-6.

The only set the Boilermakers won came at No.4 singles. Notre Dame's Andy Zurcher captured the first set 6-0, before Purdue's Curt Lowry won the next set 6-4. Zurcher built a big lead in the match 6-0, 6-1. Mark Schmitz, at No.3 singles, was another victor for the Irish, 6-1, 6-2. Other winners for ND included Ron Rosas and Billy DeLoache on being able to step in against Boilermaker opponents 6-3, 6-2.

Bayliss wasn't about to go into the victory, however. Instead he was looking to the week ahead. With away matches against Indiana and Miami (Ohio), and a home match versus Wisconsin, this promises to be key for the Irish.

"Tuesday (Indiana) will be huge. We know they can play," Coach Bayliss said. "They beat us 2-1 last year, and they didn't look as much as...page 12

...last year. The biggest match of the regular season is the Wisconsin match next Saturday.

In the last regular season ranking, Wisconsin was ranked No.1 in this area. "We have to respect Wisconsin," Bayliss said. "We're looking straight forward with the prospects for the week. We'd like to think our better team, but we have to go out and beat them," he said.

**Wayne St. bounces back to win; Irish men eye title**

By CHRIS FILLIO
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's fencing team appeared to be well on the road to another national championship before they were rudely awakened by a sleeping giant from Wayne State University Saturday. After jumping to a 3-0 lead over the TarTars in the championship match, the Irish then proceeded to drop nine of the next ten bouts as defending national champions from WSU rolled to their second straight NCAA title.

"They were definitely more in control," said Irish women's head coach Yves Auriol, whose squad finally defeated Wayne State 6-5 after their two previous meetings this year. "Their number four and number five girls really made a difference. The whole team has a lot of experience. They simply went out and did what they had to do."

Gil Pezzola's Wayne State team boasts a wealth of talent from the European continent, including last year's individual champion Loredana Ranza and several fine fencers from West Germany. The women's individual foil competition will be held this afternoon at Saint Mary's Angelus Athletic facility.

While the Irish cruised past the University of Pennsylvania (9-4) and Penn State (7-1), the Wayne State women struggled against Columbia (8-6) and Temple (7-3) before downing the Irish for the title.

In earlier action over the weekend, the men's sabre team placed second overall to Columbia, putting them in good position for their team title to be decided after Monday and Tuesday's epee and foil events.

see FENCING / page 14

**Spring**

Irish football looks to 1990, as practice starts minus 28 seniors...page 14

**Heating Up**

Irish women's tennis team plays tough in weekend action...page 13

**SNOWSHOE**

ND track returns to action, hosting the Snowshoe Invitational...page 12

**FENCING**

Lynn Kadi (right) of the Notre Dame women's fencing team battles Peru State opponent in the NCAA Championships currently being hosted by Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

see LAX / page 13